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Ghosts Of "Indonesia
The world is so full of a number of things, I'm sure we should all be happy as kings.
Robert Louis Stevenson, A

I

CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES

begin reading The Malay Archipelago while waiting in the jacksonville, Plorida, airport

for the first of five flights that will whisk us halfway around the world in the next thirty-two hours.
By the time Anna and I depart JFK on our eight-hour third leg to Frankfurt, I am hopelessly lost in
the words and the world of the author. Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913) was a Victorian naturalist,
writer, and thinker of the first order who preceded us to Indonesia by 150 years. Wallace, a tall,
unassuming Englishman of humble origins and limited education, fashioned a career for himself by
trafficking in nature during the golden age of natural history when exotic birds, beetles, and butterflies were all the rage. It was also a volatile time, as new scientific knowledge began to challenge
long-held beliefs.
On our longest leg, a fifteen-hour flight to Singapore, the pages carry me through four formative collecting years in the Amazon where, despite relentless hardships and the loss of his entire
cargo on the voyage home, Wallace knew in his heart that he had found his calling. Dinner-my
choice of chicken Santa Fe or beef fricassee-interrupts the story in 1854 just as our thirty-one-yearold naturalist left on a second extended collecting expedition. But this time he, like us, was heading
east to the sprawling archipelago of what is today Indonesia and into the very heart of biodiversity.
After my half-eaten meal is cleared away, I slip back into my book. For eight years Wallace
roamed the equatorial forest from Sumatra to western New Guinea collecting, observing, and constantly reflecting on the explosion of life that surrounded him. Typically working alone in secluded
outposts, far away from the instincts and prejudices of the flock, and with only his notes and
thoughts for companions, his mind ran free. Wallace was simply the right person in the right place
at the right time. While immersed in the wilds of Indonesia, the uneducated and virtually unknown
collector of oddities conceived and published
two theories that advanced natural science to a
Ghost plpefishes, believed to be monogamous, regularly
new level of understanding: the concept of biooccur In mated pairs. Because of her larger size and
geography and evolution by natural selectionenlarged egg pouch, the female velvety ghost pipefish,
an idea shared with his far-more-famous contemSolenostomus sp., left, is easlly distinguished
porary Charles Darwin (1809 -1882). And during
from the smaller male.
the same period, his adept documentation of the
native fauna established his reputation as one of the foremost field biologists of all time.
Fatigue overtakes me at some point during Wallace's first two years in the mountains of
Malaysia and Borneo. I wake up at 5 A.M. from a fitful sleep of unknown duration to a warm face
cloth. Minutes later the captain announces our descent into Singapore, where we will shortly board
our fifth and final flight, a mere two-and-a-half-hour hop to Bali. Blurry-eyed and stiff, we shuffle
off the plane in search of coffee.
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ur flight to Bali lifts off on the minute. Thirty hours
The collector's compassion extended to humankind.
rly sleepless sloth have taken their toll; Anna and I
In all his dealing, every individual was treated fairly and
ary to the core. It is midmorning, but on the other
with respect. He wrote in 1855, "The more I see of uncivilized people, the better I think of human nature, and the
side of the world, where our sleep cycle is set, bedtime
essential difference between civilized man and natives
rapidly approaches. In an attempt to thwart jetlag, we vow
to remain awake for the remainder of the day, or at least
seems to disappear." Throughout his long life he never lost
until after we arrive at Tulamben in late afternoon. As I
his profound belief in "the potential moral beauty of
figure it, including the long drive ahead, we have, at best,
man"- an ideal much out of step with the colonial attinine more hours before we should sleep.
tudes of his times.
I pick up the book and find Wallace with a baby
Anna's and my race across the sky contrasts sharply
orangutan draped around his neck. It was an orphan
with island-hopping a century and a half past. Back at
adopted by our brilliant
Singapore in 1856, for
young naturalist: the
weeks Wallace attemptsame man who shot the
ed unsuccessfully to find
passage to the port city
mother and fourteen
other great apes while in
of Macassar in southern
the mountains of Borneo.
Celebes. Finally, in frusKilling was a very real
tration, he settled for a
part of his enterprise and
roundabout route that
so was hard work. It took
began with a slow twentedious hours to skin,
ty-day sail to Bali, then
boil, bone, pin, label and
east across a narrow fifteen-mile strait to the
package specimens in
island of Lombok from
preparation for the
where he backtracked
museums and curiosity
north to Macassar. But
cabinets of Europe. But
Wallace was far from a
fortune smiled: this unwelcome side trip to the
cold-hearted profiteer;
to the contrary, he had
small Hindu kingdom
compassion for and was
off the eastern tip of
Java, an island that he
profoundly curious about
everything living. The
had no plans or desire
to explore, led directly to
newborn bundle of fur
one of the most imporfound face down in a
tant discoveries of his
bog near its fallen mothlife-the Wallace Line
er captured his heart.
and the beginning of
That night, the baby's
four tiny hands clung to
biogeography.
Wallace's beard, as it
Heavily populated
and terraced, Bali had
suckled dinner from a
makeshift baby bottle.
little to offer a collector
of nature. He spent only
Every attention was granttwo clays scouting the
ed the pet until its death
countryside. As anticipatmonths later. Wallace
ed, wildlife was scarce
noted in his journal, "I am
sure nobody every had
Red-and-white female ornate ghost pipefish, Sotenostomus
and the birds and insects
paradoxus. Her large egg pouch, formed by two ventral fins
were much the same as
such a dear little duck of a
darling of a little brown
united by a membrane, can hold up to 300 eggs
those encountered in
other parts of Asia. The
hairy baby before."
and developing larvae.
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young naturalist noted the usual barbers, fruit-thrushes,
and woodpeckers before setting sail across the deep channel to Lombok, a brief voyage that, biogeographically

the mystical Bali of daydreams unfolds. Thatch pavilions,
stacks of unfamiliar fruit, terraced fields, and demonbedecked temples flash by in a mist of semiconscious
images. Once again, enchantment surrenders to sleep.
A dead stop wakes me with a start. Just ahead, a ceremony of several hundred islanders in classical Balinese
dress has us locked fast in a line of traffic near the center of
what appears to be a coastal village. Our driver steps out
for a better view. Warm moist air and distant gamelan
music drift through the open door as a procession of
brightly dressed women bearing offerings on their heads

speaking, transported him to another world. The ornithological landscape of the neighboring island, principally
Australian forms including cockatoos, lories, bush turkeys,
and elegant little Australian bee-eaters, was so radically
different from the Asian species he expected to find that
the naturalist knew immediately that something momentous occurred between Lombok and Bali: it was as if a mysterious line has been crossed. The novel idea sent
Wallace's mind racing.
From the dancing wall
of posterboard signs outside
baggage claim, "Deloach"
waves high above the smile
of an Indonesian driver. With
the last oomph left in our
drained bodies, we shoulder
camera-heavy suitcases into
the hatch of an undersized
SUV of unknown origin,
collapse into the back seat,
and, with a cough of the
exhaust, are off.
Nyoman, our driver,
speaks just enough English
to keep conversation minimal. This is fine, for at the
moment all we care to know
is the length of the drive to
Tulamben. The question
brings a shrug from Nyoman who answers cautiously, "Maybe three, maybe four
A multlhued adult male displays what is believed to be the most representative
hours, maybe plenty cerecolor pattern of ornate ghost plpeflsh, Solenostomus paradoxus.
monies, maybe none. Let me
know if we stop. Thank you." As we jerk along in fits and
files past and disappears into a sea of golden-fringed
starts down the narrow traffic-clogged highway that leads
umbrellas, prayer flags, and humanity gathered outside a
northeast from Denpasar, my mush of a mind doesn't
yawning temple gate. Anna unfolds, blinks, and with a
even attempt to sort through the driver's answer. In an
gasp joins the otherworldly world of Bali.
effort to remain awake, I concentrate on the colors and
By the time we are underway once again, Anna and I
shapes in souvenir stalls that line the roadway, but to no
are bright-eyed and animated, but Nyoman, who has
avail; my eyes slip in and out of focus and soon my chin
dodged ten thousand buzzing motorbikes and untold
drops, my mouth opens, and drool drips freely onto my
pedestrians while we slept, appears frayed. When he
new blue wrinkle-resistant travel shirt.
politely suggests coffee, we agree. A sandy, palm-lined
Seconds, minutes, or possibly a half hour later, my
lane leads to an open-air cafe on the coast. From near the
raw eyes crack open. Anna, curled into a ball beside me,
seawall where we sit, Nyoman points nonchalantly across
snores. Now, away from the tourist hub of the south,
the choppy waters to the distant outline of a volcano.
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"Lombok" is all he says or needs to say. The island that until
a few hours ago was just another strange name on the map
has me up on the seawall gazing east into a salty breeze. It
is heady to think that where I stand marks the easternmost
range extension of major groups of mammals, including
monkeys, cats, bears, rabbits, sheep, and squirrels, and
that just across the channel on the shores of Lombok, the
dominion of marsupials begins. My limited and rather fanciful understanding of plate tectonics-an unimagined
phenomenon in Wallace's day-sends my thoughts soaring. Somewhere out there, thousands of feet beneath the
surface of the narrow strait, a nomadic megaplate of the
Earth's crust bearing Australia and her northern satellites
crashed into Asia, fifteen million years ago. Even today the
Australian slab continues to plow beneath Asia a few centimeters each century, provoking periodic eruptions,
earthquakes, and tidal waves. The plate's slow northern
drift and colossal collision brought to within miles of one
another two distinctly different biological realms that had
evolved independently at opposite ends of the Earth for
160 million years.
Wallace later wrote about the two neighboring
islands of similar size, topography, and climate: "There are
two distinct faunas rigidly circumscribed, which differ as
much as those of South America and Africa, and more than
those of Europe and North America. Yet there is nothing on
the map or on the face of the islands to mark their limits."
During an 1863 presentation of Malayan geography to
the London Royal Geographical Society, Wallace drew a
line on a large map that began between Bali and Lombok,
extended north through the Strait of Macassar, then curved
northeast running south of the Philippine island of
Mindanao. That quick stroke of chalk, proposing a radical
way of thinking about animal distribution, ignited a controversy that raged for a century. Over the decades, the
Wallace Line, as it came to be known, has been scorned,
scrutinized, shifted east and west and denied to exist.
Wallace's final vindication came in the 1970s when the theory of plate tectonics explained the dynamics behind his
perception of adjoining worlds. Today, the now-famous
fauna! boundary stands as a pillar of biogeography.
The last of our drive winds through tropical forest and
terraced slopes before breaking out onto the parched
• plains of the northern coast. The cloud-shrouded ten-thousand-foot cone of Gunung Agung, the holiest of Balinese
mountains, dominates the western sky. This is not a tame
lady. Her last eruption in 1963 caused over a thousand
deaths. Evidence of the mountain's violent history dominates the remainder of our drive to the seaside village of
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Tulamben: a random collection of roadside shops serving
the foreign tourists inhabiting a row of small half-hidden
hotels that front what many consider to be the most exotic
beach diving destination in the world.
We sleep like zombies until 3:30 A.M. when, almost
simultaneously, our eyes open. This is not bad; the early
hour gives us time to unpack before the dive shop opens.
By 7:30 A.M. we are geared up and tenderfooting it across
the narrow strip of black beach stone that separates our
hotel from the surf. A few quick kicks send us gliding
through the last of the surge and over a rocky bottom populated with juveniles, damselfishes, and rocketing wrasse.
At the edge of visibility, forty feet away, the morning light
silhouettes hovering sweetlips and a streaking school of
jacks. Just fifty yards from our bungalow door and twenty
feet down, a vibrant coral crest rises where the rocks end
and a steep pumice plain begins. It is the strange creatures
hiding within the low-profile outcroppings dotting this
black sand slope that we have come so far to see. I glance
over at Anna to give a thumbs-up, but she is too absorbed
in readying her video camera for action to pay me any
mind, so I drop to my knees, lean forward, and stare long
and hard into a tangle of green and yellow crinoid arms.

Mimicry and camouflage are favorite
strategiesfor surviving on the pumice plain,
and the cryptic critters ofTulamben are among the
world's best at these tricks. The majority of invertebrates live in permanent symbiotic associations with
sponges, anemones, soft corals, urchins, and crinoids,
often matching their hosts' colors, textures, shapes, and
behaviors so well that the little magicians vanish from the
sight of predators and inquisitive divers. Twenty minutes
into the hunt, I spy two black eyes peering out from a maze
of pink polyps. I blink and look closer. I blink again. Slowly
the profile of a half-inch soft coral decorator crab takes
shape. The peppermint-patterned illusionist adds to its
charade with a bouquet of polyps attached to hooks on its
back. Then the shifting legs of a porcelain crab creeping up
the central stalk draw my attention. As I move for a better
look, the outline of a translucent shrimp pops into view,
then a second and a third. Before moving on, I count nine
delightful little crustaceans living in the two-foot bush.
Suddenly from somewhere I half-hear a muffled
shout. I spin around and catch a glint of sunlight playing off
bubbles a short distance up the slope. As I approach, Anna
flourishes her palm theatrically in the direction of a green
crinoid. Hovering head clown within the curling branches
just off the tips of her outstretched fingers is an ornate

ghost pipefish-one of the most beautiful, bizarre, and
sought-after fish in the sea.
In our many hours of Indo-West-Pacific diving, this is
only the fourth member of family Solenostomidae, commonly known as ghost pipefishes, that we have encountered. Although extremely popular with fish enthusiasts,
the small group's taxonomy has yet to be sorted out. The
most recent study, a limited effort completed in 1993, gives
the family a single genus with three described species and
three undescribed forms. The three-inch wonder suspended in front of our faceplates is a male ornate ghost pipefish,

Solenostornus paradoxus, a species known to occur in a
variety of colors. Seemingly undisturbed, the fish maneuvers

calmly through the branches, periodically striking at invisible prey. Knowing that ghost pipefish typically occur in
mated pairs, we hunt for a partner, but with time running
short, we abandon the search and cruise slowly up the
slope to make a safety stop near the shallow house reef.
Kneeling in the sand and feeling on top of the world,
my thoughts wander back to Wallace and his jubilant
account of sighting wild birds of paradise for the first time.
At this moment, with the image of the ghost pipefish still
fresh, I can relate to the joy of discovery that sustained him
throughout his eight lonely, difficult, and dangerous years.
A bowl of noodles beside the pool and we are back in
the water by eleven. After a late lunch and a nitrogen-

Wispy transparent tails and a small, thin, two-inch body are Indicative of recently settled, post-larval ornate ghost
plpefish, Solenostomus psrsdoxus. As they mature, they begin to develop the solld tails of adults.
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Golden ornate ghost pipefish, Solenostomus paradoxus, routinely inhabit golden crinoids.
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induced power-nap, we scour the slope from four until we
drag our happy, waterlogged bodies from the surf just as
the sun sets behind Gunung Agung. This remains our
schedule for eleven days. Only once do we break routine
with an early morning trek down the beach to visit the
sunken remains of a WW II Liberty Ship, promoted as Bali's
most popular dive. Although the coral-encrusted vessel is
spectacular, it pales in comparison to the treasures we are
finding on the black slope.
And what luck! It seems that we have arrived in Indonesia at the peak of ghost pipefish season (late September),
that is, if there is such a season. In fact, less is known about
the family's natural history than its taxonomy. Their lifecycle begins with a lengthy pelagic stage. Months later, twoinch, transparent juveniles, bearing clear, whippy tails
tipped with white, settle to the shallow sea floor. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that all ghost pipefish arrive as males
and later, with the proper environmental or social cues,
change into females. The sexual transformation signals a
growth spurt and the development of a large brooding
pouch, which may hold up to 300 fertilized eggs and larvae
in varying stages of development.
By the fifth day, Anna has located four more ornate
pipefish: the apparent female partner of the first; a small
uniquely patterned black male, and two recently settled
youngsters in different postlarval stages. We check on the
five little fish every day. At times, itrequires a solid search
before we finally find each within or near the same crinoid
where originally discovered.
In our sixty underwater hours at Tulamben, we probI

ably hunt no more than a hundred yards of slope. On our
last dives, we're still discovering new critters on bottom
that we have been over a dozen times before. But it's time
to move on, and who can complain, Tomorrow, we are
traveling north to Lembeh Strait, located on the northeastern tip of the large odd-shaped: Indonesian island of
Sulawesi-the muck diving capital of the world.
Lembeh Strait is almost too good to be true. For some
unknown reason, the twelve-mile, tidal-swept channel
between Lembeh Island and mainland Sulawesi attracts
the most exotic collections of marine creatures yet discovered. Although coral gardens can be found a short boat
ride north, it is the carnival of creatures living in the strait's
murky shallows that entices us back for a second visit. Our
first dive, just ten minutes from the resort, begins with our
young In.donesian guide pointing out a mat'ed pair of red
velvety ghost pipefish, Solenostomus sp., suspended head
down next to a shell-encrusted ledge. Thus begins a ghost pipefish bonanza, the likes of which Anna and I never imagined.

At the dock, the dive master mentions a recent sighting of ghost pipefish on a northern reef. The afternoon
dive reroutes north toward blue water and the reported
sightings. Over a coral lip and sixty feet down, the guide
motions us toward a golden crinoid. Inside hovers a pair
of golden ornate ghost pipefish-possibly the most beautiful fish I have ever seen. Moments later, Anna returns and
whisks me off to find our guide, who is keeping an eye on
a black-and-white ornate. Topping off the morning, I stumble upon a pair of robust ghost pipefish, S. cyanopterus, in
the sand near the mooring. After several months of
absence, the ghosts are back in the strait.
During the following days we discover a pair of rare
emerald-colored robusts and two pairs of red-and-white
ornates. And then on Thursday our good fortune goes into overdrive. While hunting the algae and coconut-trash
shallows, we spot a pair of filamented ghost pipeflsh,
Solenostomus sp., following a leaf tumbling in the surge.
From snout to tail their bodies are tasseled to replicate tattered coconut husks and algal strands. I'm amazed at how
skillfully the pair maintains their parallel formation and
association with the constantly shifting leaf, but what

really astounds me is how splendidly the fish have
evolved to mimic their home. It is animals like these
that we traveled halfway around the world to see. I
' creatures as poster-animals
think ofsuch captivating
of evolution: thefringe art of natural selection.
By the time I became aware of natural selection, the
celebrated theory had been showcased for one hundred
years. The concept of living organisms slowly changing
over successive generations to better adapt to their surroundings made perfect sense to me; it was a no-brainer.
But in Wallace's day things were different: Natural selection was a blasphemous idea that dangled on the outer
edge of comprehension.
I, like virtually everyone else, learned that Charles
Darwin discovered evolution by natural selection. From
grade school through college, no one ever mentioned the
name Alfred Russel Wallace, even though he is officially
listed and even proclaimed by Darwin to be the co-discover of the Theory of Evolution. How Wallace winds up in
second-place obscurity is a most interesting tale, complete
with mystery and intrigue, which, according to recent relevations, just might be one of the most sordid affairs in scientific history. The drama was played out in the parlors and
meeting halls of England by the most influential scientists
of the day. All the while an unsuspecting Wallace toiled in
the heat of the Mollucas.
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"checks," such as war, famine, and disease, kept human populations under control. He also read closely the Principles
of Geology by Sir Charles Lyell (1797-1875) who presented
substantial evidence of a constantly changing inorganic
world. "Why couldn't the organic world react in a
similar fashion?" the young man reasoned.
In Sarawak, a state in northern Borneo, the
first pieces of the species puzzle began to fit.
"Every species has come into existence coincident both in space and time with a preexisting
closely allied species." This sentence is the heart
of the paper the collector sent off by steamer to be
published in London. The review was read by
none other than Sir Charles Lyell who, as a concerned fellow of the old boys' club, promptly sent
it on to his esteemed colleague and friend Charles
Darwin-the well-educated, well-connected and
well-to-do author of the immensely popular chronicle of scientific exploration The Voyage of the
Beagle-who had a keen interest in such matters.
Shortly after the Beagle's return to England
in 1838, a pious Darwin, under the weight of overwhelming evidence, broke from the bonds of creationism and, in seclusion, began to devote all his
energies to documenting how a species gives rise
to a new species. In the following decades he studied barnacles and published three volumes on the
animals' taxonomy to give himself the credentials
of understanding a species in detail. He floated
seeds in seawater to test their ability to disperse
and worked extensively with earthworms, the pollination of plants, and the breeding of farm animals to acquire a clearer understanding of what he
called "the principle of divergence."
Darwin showed little interest in Wallace's
first published attempt at conceptual biology.
Lyell, however, an ardent Victorian creationist
totally committed to Divine Intervention and sensing something unthinkable afoot, began a notebook on the subject of species with "Wallace" as
A small ornate ghost plpeflsh, Solenostomus paradoxus, appears
the first listing. Finally, in 1856, Wallace mustered
to be In the final stages of a color transition to the
black-and-white pattern.
up sufficient courage to correspond directly with
Darwin, hoping the eminent scientist would offer
sense of boundaries that separated the mammals and
some thoughts on the species question. Several months
reptiles he encountered. He took special note of mountain
later and more cautious of Wallace, who, as Lyell repeatedly warned, just might usurp his life's work, Darwin replied:
ranges and major rivers, which he found often acted as barriers between populations of similar species. Wallace, like
"This summer will mark the 20th year since I opened my
first notebook, on the question how and in what way do speDarwin, gained seeds of insight from an essay by Thomas
cies and varieties differ from each other...! do not suppose
Robert Malthus (1766-1834), who wrote that natural

From his earliest years on the Amazon, Wallace
shunned conventional creationist thinking and focused his
interests on solving the problem of where species come
from. He continually recorded and attempted to make
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I shall go to press for two years." Evasive as ever about his
work, Darwin offered Wallace no hint of where his
thoughts led.
Half a year later, while Wallace lay on a cot shivering
uncontrollably in the tropical heat of Ternate, his feverdriven thoughts grappled with the evolution of speciesa subject incessantly on his mind. In his memoirs he
wrote, "there suddenly flashed upon me the idea
of the survival of the fittest. . .In the two hours that

joint presentation of the Theory of Evolution at the forthcoming meeting of the Linnean Society in London onJuly 1.
The clay before the meeting, the hastily prepared
presentation was inserted into the program-a feat that
could only have been accomplished by the well connected. The meeting itself was uneventful. Darwin did not
attend; his gravely ill child kept him home. Of course

elapsed before my ague fit was over I had
thought out almost the whole of the theory, and
the same evening I sketched the draft of my
paper, and in the two succeeding evenings
wrote it out in full, and sent it by the next post to
Mr. Darwin." Wallace's document is a broad
over-view, but it explains what Darwin calls
"natural selection" down to the tee in less than
4,000 words.
At his comfortable estate south of London on
June 18, 1858, Darwin found in his stack of mail
another letter from Wallace, this time postmarked
from the famed spice island of Ternate. One can
only imagine the anguish he felt as he read the
enclosed manuscript entitled On the Tendency of

Varieties to Depart Indefinitelyfrom the Original
Type. The words must have taken him to his
knees. It was obvious that Wallace's paper
deserved to be published. He couldn't believe it:
a tinkering upstart collector of curios threatened
his life's work. Although Darwin had written
secretly for years about the concept of natural
selection for his "big book" he had never published anything to substantiate his claim to the
powerful idea. In fact, because of the sensitive
nature of the subject, only a handful of confidants
knew anything about the focus or scope of his
work. An accompanying letter from Wallace
asked that the manuscript be forwarded immediately to Charles Lyell. What should be done?
What could be done?
As the conventional textbook version unTypically brown, this pair of robust ghost pipefish, Sotenostomus
cyanopterus, have changed colors to better match
folds, Darwin, an honorable Victorian gentleman
and scholar of impeccable standing, forwarded
their algal home.
the manuscript that very day. Lyell, shocked by
Wallace, skinning birds and pinning beetles 10,000 miles
the uncanny similarities in the theories, immediately
grasped Darwin's precarious circumstance and contacted
away, was oblivious to the whole affair. Darwin's two cona mutual friend, botanist Joseph Hooker, for consultation.
tributions-an unpublished piece penned in 1837 and a
The two scientists met within days at Darwin's home. With
letter to an American botanist-were read then followed
Darwin's consent, Lyell and Hooker agreed to arrange a
by the Wallace paper. Not a stir, no jeers, no bravos, no
45
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questions. Everyone simply went home. The greatest idea
in biological science sailed right over the audience's head.
But the deed was done. Darwin had proprietary claim to
the "law of the jungle" and enduring fame; Wallace
became a distant second-place figure-a mere footnote in
scientific history.
And now for the compelling but circumstantial
conspiracy version detailed in three books published during the 1970s and 1980s. The account most damning to
Darwin and company, Just Before the Origin written by
Langdon Brooks in 1984, documents a long list of contradictions to the traditional version of events leading up to
the fateful Linnean Society meeting. Two particularly disturbing points suggest a subtle conspiracy by three fellow
scientists intent on furthering the fortunes of one of their
own at the expense of an outsider. The first involves the
date Darwin supposedly received the Ternate correspondence. Brooks' thorough research of nineteenth century
postal records (British mail service of the day was surprisingly efficient) indicates that the Wallace letter should
have arrived at Darwin's home at least two weeks, and
maybe a month, before the July 18 date claimed by Darwin.
This would mean that Darwin lied and sat on the correspondence while deciding what to do.
The second, and possibly the most troubling, point involves documents missing from Darwin's library. Wallace's six letters written to Darwin from the islands, the
dated envelope from Ternate, and the notes from Lyell and
Hooker to Darwin during the time period have never been
found. This is indeed peculiar if one considers that Darwin
was a packrat extraordinaire, especially in regard to correspondence. It seems that someone, at some time, "sanitized" the files. Brooks goes so far as to accuse Darwin of
plagiarizing Wallace's thoughts on divergence, a key component of the natural selection theory. This strong indictment is refuted by most historians. So, between the traditional textbook story and the conspiracy theory, where
does truth rest?

I am a Ji rm belieoer in coincidence. But what a long
shot it was that two contemporaries, with essentially
no knowledge 'of the other's work, would arrive at
such similar conclusions at the same time about a subject that had evaded the minds of the world's best
thinkers/or centuries! And what could possibly

regularly published his work? If this expected course of
action had occurred, I, along with everyone else, would
have been taught in school that Alfred Russel Wallace, not
Charles Darwin, discovered the Theory of Evolution.
But as so many people say, "Things tend to happen for
the best." The theory of evolution is a contentious issue
that directly assaults the traditional views of human life.
Wallace's brief piece of writing, although essentially correct, lacks the supporting evidence to substantiate such a
revolutionary concept. The document's brevity would
have kept its wings clipped until Darwin arrived to provide the credible proof necessary to launch such a divisive
idea. As it is, two years later, when Darwin, spurred to task
by the near calamity, published his big book, Origin of the
Species, with its endless galleries of evidence, the theory
was attacked on every side and is still sniped at with regularity to this day.
Rather than being upset by the hurriedly arranged public presentation that relegated him to junior author without
his knowledge, the always-genial Wallace felt honored just
having his name associated with the great Darwin's. After
returning to England in the spring of 1862, he never set foot
in his beloved tropics again. However, the islands were
never far from his mind or heart. He wrote prolifically out
of necessity and resolve, dabbled in a variety of interests,
including such offbeat subjects as phrenology and spiritualism, and never lost his joy of discovery. Forever an optimist, thinker, and lover of nature, Wallace lived a modest
but satisfying life until his death in 1913 at the age of 90.
Here we are following in the footsteps of Wallace a
century and a half later, and the archipelago still remains
ripe for discovery. It is not lost on Anna and me how lucky
we are to have the capabilities to explore beneath the sea
freely-an adventure as alien to Wallace as a trip to the
stars. After all the beautiful and exotic animals he had seen
during his travels, one can still sense his yearnings for yet
another frontier as he describes an Indonesian coral reef
viewed through the surface: "The clearness of the water
afforded me one of the most astonishing and beautiful
sights I have ever beheld. The bottom was absolutely hidden by a continuous series of corals, sponges, actiniae, and
other marine productions, of magnificent dimension, varied forms, and brilliant colours. It was a sight to gaze at for
hours, and no description can do justice to its surpassing
beauty and interest."

have possessed Wallace to send such an historic document to Darwin? Why, like his other papers, wasn't his
Ternate revelation sent directly to one of the journals that

Wallace would have loved ghost p ipefish,
I feel certain.
□
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Masters of camouflage, a pair of rare filamented ghost pipefish, So/enostomus sp., mimic the
algae and coconut-trash shallows of Lembeh Strait.
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